
Put 2 stiches on an extra cable needle to the back, knit 2,

knit the 2 stiches waiting on the cable needle.

Put 2 stiches on an extra cable needle to the front, knit 2,

knit the 2 stiches waiting on the cable needle.

Needle 1 (instep): 16 stiches (for the cable chart)

Needle 2 (instep): 14 stiches

Needle 3+4 (sole): 15 stiches each

 Stephanie Domaschke 

Efeuranken Efeuranken Efeuranken Efeuranken 

Use the Cable chart as followed. Begin with rows 1 to 13 and knit them once. Then continue with rows 6 to 13 

and repeat them as often as you wish. For finishing the cable knit rows 14 to 21.

The pattern has a relatively big cable, so I recommend to ad 4 stiches to the original stich number. 

Every round starts with the first instep needle. Distribute the stiches on Double point needles in a way, that you 

habe the same number of stiches on sole and instep needles.  For a total stich number of 60 that means: 
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For toe-up knitters I recommend a modified version of Cat Bordhis arch expansion:

You can start the pattern on the cuff or knit it toe-up. Choose the arch form you prefer.



SteffiSteffiSteffiSteffi

 Stephanie Domaschke 

Yeah, that was is. I hope you enjoy the knitting and like the pattern. I'm would be pleased to get as much 

feedback as possible. :-) And please excuse my english. I know it's not the best. :-/

Best greatings,

Knit toe and foot for E Centimetres. Then place Markers as followed:

Place M1 between the first and the second sole stich (needle 3) and M2 between the last and next to last stich of 

the sole needle. 

Knit to M1, k1, Llink (leaning left increase), knit to 1 stich before M2, Lrink (leaning right increase). Repeat 

that increase round every third round until you have the total stich number of F. Calculate that stich number 

without considering the additional 4 stiches, you added to the total stich number in the beginning. That means: 

If you habe a total stich number of 64 work the increase rounds until you have 90 stiches on all four needles. 


